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Title of research paper: Analysis of Shanghai aviation hub logistics competitiveness
Degree:

M.sc.

The overall goal of the Shanghai international shipping center is to build an
international shipping center with the capacity of global shipping resources by 2020.
Shanghai's two airports, Hongqiao airport and Pudong international airport), as an
important part of the shipping center, the government pays considerable attention for
its construction and development, and works out the Shanghai aviation hub strategic
planning (hereinafter referred to as the "plan"). According to the plan, the Shanghai
aviation hub of the construction of the overall goal is to build perfect network of
domestic and international routes to become the air gate of connections all over the
world and China, built the core hub in the Asia-pacific region, eventually become the
world's important node of the network. The introduction of the plan is a new round of
development opportunities for the Shanghai airport group. At the same time, the
comprehensive strength of Hongqiao and Pudong has also raised higher requirements.
On the basis of previous studies, this paper establishes a competitive model based on
porter's "diamond model" and analyzes the competitive pattern of Shanghai aviation
hub. Secondly, based on the prediction of time series model, the comprehensive
competitive strength of Shanghai aviation hub logistics is analyzed. Finally,
Suggestions on Shanghai aviation hub logistics are put forward.

Keywords: Hub Airport; Logistics Competitiveness; Porter’s Diamond Model, Time
Series Model
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1. The introduction

1.1 Research background and significance.

1.1.1 The background
Shanghai is China's window on the world city, also is the most powerful one of the
core city on behalf of the state to participate in international competition.Construction
of four centers "is not only the development goal of Shanghai, but also a
nationalstrategy. The construction of international air cargo hub is a key support to the
construction of Shanghai international shipping center.It’s also the important engine
of driving the development of Shanghai economy and the important gripper of
improving the international competitiveness. In recent years, the Shanghai area
economy continues to grow, optimize industrial structure, large-scale development of
export-oriented economy, which led to the sustained and rapid growth of Shanghai air
freight. Especially with the Shanghai air cargo hub radiation effect of growing and
airlines to the attention of the freight, air freight has become the new economic
growth point of the civil aviation transportation industry in Shanghai.It’s more and
more important in the position of the national air cargo, especially in the international
air cargo.
Modern

logistics

is

the

system

integration

and

integrated

operation

of

complexindustry using information technology and supply chain management
method, the dispersion of transportation, storage, loading and unloading, handling,
packaging, circulation processing, distribution and information processing. It’s also is
the important component of modern service industry. The development of modern
logistics industry in China should turn from the logistics infrastructure needed for the
9

construction phase to organize logistics and innovation of management system, based
on the information technology and social economy, the pursuit of operational
efficiency and improve the level of service as the core of a transitional stage, the
overall development of the logistics industry.
The overall goal of Shanghai airport is to build perfect domestic and international
airline network, be connected all over the world and improve the network of domestic
and international routes, be connected all over the world and China air portal, build
core hub in the Asia-pacific region, eventually become the world's important node of
the network. Along with the large modern logistics enterprise management
technology and the introduction of talent, at the same time of air cargo development
opportunities in Shanghai, foreign related fields will also enter the air freight industry.
Shanghai aviation logistics industry started relatively late, face enormous challenges.

1.1.2 The purpose and significance of the thesis

Shanghai

aviation

hub

logistics

construction

is

an

important

part

of

Shanghaiinternational shipping center transportation system. Researching the
Shanghai aviation hub logistics competitiveness is not only beneficial to promote the
construction of Shanghai international shipping center, but will further promote the
construction of Shanghai aviation hub, vigorously promote the Shanghai aviation
hub's competitiveness as an international air cargo hub airport.
In view of the development of modern logistics industry in China started late, the
logistics industry especially the airport logistics industry, the airport logistics park
construction related theoretical study is not perfect enough, so in terms of airport
logistics industry also has a certain degree of blindness, tend to be theoretical
guidance, practical application difficult, causing the low feasibility of the
development strategy.
10

Therefore, analysis of development present situation and future trend in the Shanghai
area air freight industry, not only has reference value for the construction of air cargo
hub, and it is of great significance to the national air freight development.

1.2 Literature review
Hunsoo Lee pointed out the potential of Incheon International Airport as a logistics
hub and the options to improve competitiveness of Incheon International Airport as a
logistics hub in his 2003 article《Strategies for a global logistics and economic hub:
Incheon International Airport》.
In his 2016 article《Urban Logistics; a Key for the Airport-Centric Development 一 a
Review on Development Approaches and the Role of Urban Logistics in
Comprehensive Airport-Centric Planning》 , Rouzbeh Boloukian pointed out city
logistics can play an essential role in airport-centric urban system and airport-centric
development should be integrated with urban planning process which is a very
challenging issue in presence of many conflicting urban subsystems.
In his 2016 article 《Using binary fuzzy goal programming and linear programming
to
resolve airport logistics center expansion plan problems》Chang-Shu Tu pointed out
airport logistic center expansion plans investments include operating costs, budget
allocations, employees hiring expenses, land costs, construction costs, leasing costs,
transportation costs, ﬁxed costs and management costs

Wu Xian-yang compared the competency of five main airports, the paper analyzes the
advantages and shortages ofthe main competitors,
11

points out the main disparity

between Pudong airport and the competitors in his 2005 article 《 Study on the
Competency of Shanghai Pudong Airport in Asia 一 Pacific Ocean with AHP》.
Wang Ze-yi pointed out the competitive advantages and competitors of Pudong
airport in her 2010 article《Analysis of the competitiveness of Pudong airport in the
construction process of international shipping center.》 . Meanwhile, she also
indicated the strategy to reconstruct the competitiveness of Pudong airport.
In his 2011 article《 The present situation and future trend analysis of Shanghai air
freight industry.》 , Tao Xue-zong analyzed the development status of Shanghai air
freight industry from the aspects of airport and freight facilities, air cargo handling
capacity and structure, and forecasts the development of Shanghai airport and freight
facilities.
In her 2013 article 《 Research on the development strategy of Shanghai Pudong
airport logistics park》, Gu Jing-ying comprehensively analyzed the advantages and
disadvantages, opportunities and threats of the development of Shanghai airport
logistics park, and further clarified the development idea of Shanghai Pudong airport
logistics park.

1.3The theoretical basis and research method of the thesis
1.3.1 Porter's Diamond Model
Michael Porter's "Michael Porter diamond Model" is widely used to analyze an
industry's international competitiveness. He believes that the international
competitiveness of an industry is determined mainly by four factors: production
factors, namely human resources, natural resources, knowledge resources, capital
resources and infrastructure; Demand conditions, mainly domestic market demand;
The third is related and supporting industries,mainly analyzing whether these
industries and relevant upstream industries are internationally competitive. The fourth
12

is enterprise strategy and its structure, and competition among industries. In addition
to the four elements, there are two variables: government and opportunity.
According to the existing resources and development prospect of Shanghai aviation
hub, the model of Shanghai aviation hub logistics is established by using the
"diamond model" of porter.

1.3.2 Unitary linear regression
Regression analysis only involves two variables, which is called unary regression
analysis. The main task of unary regression is to estimate another variable from one
variable of two related variables, and the estimated variable, called the dependent
variable, can be set to Y. The estimated variable, the independent variable, is set to X.
The regression analysis is to find a mathematical model Y=f(X), so that the X
estimate Y can be calculated using a function.
Based on the unitary linear regression, the correlation between each explanatory
variable and the interpreted variable (Cargo throughput) is analyzed.

1.3.3 Time series model
Time series analysis is based on the time series data obtained by system observation,
and the theory and method of mathematical model are established by curve fitting and
parameter estimation. Its contents include: collecting and organizing historical data of
certain social phenomenon. The data are checked, identified and arranged in
sequence; Analyzing the time series, finding out the law of social phenomenon
change over time, and getting a certain pattern. This model is used to predict the
future situation of the social phenomenon.
13

2. Overview of Shanghai aviation hub
2.1 The overall goal of Shanghai aviation hub construction.
The core function of Shanghai aviation hub is "China gateway hub", the potential
function is the international transit hub and the domestic transit hub, and the
outstanding function is the international cargo hub. Shanghai has unique geographical
advantages and broad economic hinterland, excellent geographical location, strong
economic growth and wide around the Yangtze river delta hinterland, which is
advantageous to the Shanghai aviation hub to build perfect network of domestic and
international routes to become air portal connections all over the world and China.
Since its accession to the Asia-pacific economic cooperation (APEC) in 1991, China
has maintained close economic exchanges and cooperation with other countries and
regions such as Asia, Oceania and the Americas. Shanghai is set to become the core
hub of the Asia-pacific region and eventually become an important node of the world
aviation network.
The phased objectives are as follows:
The first stage of development: 2005-2007, preparation and initial stage, the
foundation of a good hub construction.
The second stage of development: 2007-2010, adjust and improve stage, Phase ii
project facilities fully put into operation in Pudong airport, the Hongqiao airport
expansion project completed renovation, base airlines flight into four high quality
wave (high quality, time and schedule are good section)
The third stageofdevelopment: in 2015, the mature stage, the full establishment of
Shanghai aviation hub status, up to 100 million passengers and 7 million tons,
passenger transfer 30%, hardware conditions are ripe, the Pudong airport in 4 runway
14

and safeguard hub facilities, the operation of the passenger and cargo air traffic
control ability to reach the world advanced level, base airlines flight set up five
quality wave, become one of the leading international airline in Asia, with Shanghai
as the center of the mature hub-and-spoke airline network, navigation circular
frequency point number and flight above the average for the hub airport, built mainly
on rail transportation of a full range of integrated traffic system on the ground.

2.2 Overview and functional positioning of Pudong
international airport
2.2.1 Overview of air cargo facilities in Shanghai Pudong
airport
2.2.1.1 First freight area
The first freight area covers 28 hectares with a distributed layout. It is arranged in the
north and south of the west runway of the terminal area. It is composed of the
business building, freight warehouse, loading and unloading yard and parking lot. It
has three freighter parking space and 50000 square meters freight warehouse area.
The first freight area covers an area of about 222000 square meters, the design goal is
to meet air cargo throughput of 750000 tons (including luggage, to civil aviation
administration of China in 2005 promulgated the new statistical standards, goods
processing capacity of 500000 tons/year). Among them, the airport freight station
covers an area of about 124000 square meters, and the cargo terminal covers an area
of about 60,000 square meters.
The construction area of the airport freight station is about 45876 square meters, and
the building area of the cargo terminal is about 4000 square meters. The main
15

functions are the terminal entry and exit, the whole set, the board, sorting, sealing and
security check, etc. The construction area of the cargo terminal of China cargo
terminal is about 22022. 69 square meters. The main function is to enter and leave the
port for the terminal, and provide the whole set and board for a few users.So the main
function of the station is the passage of the cargo into the port.
After airport navigation, to meet the regulatory requirements of the customs for
import and export air cargo, to adapt to the domestic civil aviation cargo process and
market division of labor, Pudong airport construct customs supervision warehouse
area, covering an area of about 38. 5 square meters. The airport has 14 customs
supervision warehouses, and the total warehouse area is about 58050 square meters.
The express processing center covers an area of about 80,000 square meters, of which
the warehouse area is about 30,000 square meters. Currently, there are many express
companies including DHL, FedEx, TNT and UPS.

2.2.1.2 East freight area
In June 2005, the new east on the west side of the second runway freight area was put
into operation, building area of 200000 square meters, designed annual capacity of 1.2
million tons, increased 10 special cargo slots, which increasesPudongairport cargo
handling capacity.Taking 2010 as the target year, we can meet the capacity gap
between the existing freight area and the West freight area. In August 2006, another
830 m Pudong Airport East West flight area liaison channel was built, crossing the
north entrance of the airport Al Yingbin Road, connecting the first freight area on the
north side of the airport runway and the second runwayof second freight area to the
north side, reducing the transportation distance of East and west to more than five
kilometers.

16

2.1.1.3 Westfreight area
The public cargo terminal and supporting facilities in the West freight area are located
on the west side of the new third runway, which is an important project forPudong
International Airportto build the international freight hub.
The freight area covers an area of 1.67 square kilometers and consists of three parts:
public cargo terminal, base station and transfer center. It is composed of eight plots,
of which three piece of logistic for airlines and public form, 3 pieces for base airlines
such as China Eastern and Shanghai airlines cargo terminal, 2 pieces for UPS and
DHL transit center. West freight area public goods station has 10 all cargo aircraft,
and equipped with seven of the world's largest lift stacking machine automation
machinery operation equipment, cargo handling capacity reached 2.5 million tons in
2015.

2.2.2 Overview of air cargo operation status in Shanghai
Pudong airport
In 2017, the company closely around the working principle of "enhancements, make
up the short board, improve the quality of the work ". Taking passenger safety,
convenience and humanization as the core, safe operation and service quality, focus
on the international first-class standard, solid foundation, make up short, steady
progress was made in all work.
In 2017, the total number of flights from Pudong airport was 49.68 million, a year-onyear increase of 3.52%. Passenger throughput of 7,000.12 million, an increase of
6.06% year on year; Cargo throughput was 382.43 million tons, up 11.16 percent year
on year. Among them, passenger throughput ranked ninth in the world for two
consecutive years, and the cargo throughput was ranked third in the world for ten
consecutive years.
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Shanghai airport group’smain business isthe design, constructionof Shanghai Pudong
airport. Shanghai international airport co., LTD. (Shanghai stock exchange listed
company code 600009) is responsible for Shanghai Pudong airport operations.
Aviation related main business include: aircraft, guidance, the plane stopped field
service and security checks, reach and transit passenger boarding services; assist
business including: the ground services, aviation food, airplane oil, ticket agents,
freight forwarders, aircraft maintenance, shopping, dining and other business.

2.2.3 Functional positioning of Pudong international airport
Relying on Pudong airport air cargo, on the basis of integrating existing freight
facilities, gradually formed the "east express west general cargo" freight pattern,
namely east freight area is given priority to express, general cargo is complementary,
form a collecting and distributing center of northeast Asia express processing as soon
as possible; West freight area basically is given priority to air cargo, combined with
the surrounding area industrial development, introduction, to foster large international
large aviation logistics enterprise, establish a set of shippers, airlines, logistics
companies, freight forwarders, airports as a whole, mainly on the overall development
of the general cargo, with functions of bonded, production, processing, distribution
and other ladder type gestures comprehensive park.
The core function of Pudong international airport is positioned as a gateway hub. At
present, nearly all regular international flights have been launched in Pudong airport.
To establish a freight hub, we need to tap the potential of international transit cargo
market, and highlight the function of the logistics development of Pudong
international airport.Pudong international airport logistics development strategic
objectives are: to establish international freight hub
According to the overall plan of Pudong international airport, the freight development
plan of Pudong airport is the priority to establish the status of international cargo hub,
18

which is mainly operated by the whole cargo plane, and the final annual capacity of
swallow leaves reaches 5.7 million tons.
Shanghai Pudong airport logistics development strategy and freight hub strategy are
mutually complementary relationship. Logistics development needs the support of the
freight hub strategy, the freight source that needs to obtain the logistics development,
and the market to cultivate the value-added service of air freight; In the construction
of cargo hub, it is necessary to attract more cargo flights and guide other airbase air
bases.It is necessary to guide other airbase air base airlines to have a good logistics
development environment, provide favorable conditions and realize the complete
logistics supply chain.

3. The evaluation system of logistics
competitiveness of Shanghai aviation hub
and its result analysis.

3.1 Competitive model construction

Michael Porter's "Michael Porter diamond Model" is widely used to analyze an
industry's international competitiveness. He believes that the international
competitiveness of an industry is determined mainly by four elements: production
factors, namely human resources, natural resources, knowledge resources, capital
resources and infrastructure; Demand conditions, mainly domestic market demand;
The third is the related and supporting industries, enterprise strategy and its structure;
mainly analyzing whether these industries and relevant upstream industries are
19

internationally competitive. The fourth iscompetition amongthe industries. In addition
to the four elements, there are two variables: government and opportunity. The
government's policy support is to help the enterprise to develop the force which
cannot be ignored, and the opportunity will come by chance, but not by demands.

Opportunity

Competition among
the industries

Production factors

Demand conditions

Related supporting

Government's

industries

policy support

Figure 3.1Michael Porter diamond Model
Source:https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E6%B3%A2%E7%89%B9%E9%92%BB%E7
%9F%B3%E6%A8%A1%E5%9E%8B/2374293?fr=aladdin
According to the existing resources and development prospects of Shanghai airport,
the model of logistics competition of Shanghai airport is established by using the
"diamond model" of porter, and the competition pattern of Shanghai airport is
explored.
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Water transportation
100th birth of the
communist party

Yangtze delta airport group
Asia hub airport

Human resources

Economic growth

Capital resources

Freight volume

Logistics operator
Related services

Government's
policy support

Figure 3.2 competition model of Shanghai aviation hub
Source:Through the analysis of this paper.
1. Production factors. It is embodied in human resources, capital resources,
communication, information, transportation, etc.
2. Demand conditions, with the development of economy, increasing passenger and
freight volume;
3. Related supporting industries: water, land and air freight logistics operators,
catering, business and other related services;
4.Competition among the industries: water and land, Yangtze delta airport group and
Asian aviation hub port, etc.
In addition, there are two variables: 1. In the process of building Shanghai
international shipping center and Shanghai international hub port, the government's
policy support for Pudong airport; 2. Development opportunities such as the 100th
anniversary of the founding of the communist party of China.
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The above four core influencing factors and two variables jointly construct the
dynamic competitive environment of Shanghai aviation hub. Shanghai aviation hub,
has advantaged economic support and space location (production factor). With the
help of building Shanghai international shipping center and Shanghai international
hub port, Pudong airport and Hongqiao airport have gained the government's strong
policy support, and have the priority to use public resources (production factors). In
particular, cooperating and developing with the supporting industry, so that it has the
relative advantage in the same industry, and also attracts the joining of related
industries (related industries). With the arrival of the 100th anniversary of the birth of
the communist party, domestic foreign visitors and freight traffic will continue to rise
(demand conditions), and the ascendancy will be enhanced.

3.2 Analysis of production factors and competitiveness
3.2.1 Superior geographical location and abundant market
resources.

Shanghai is one of the municipalities directly under the central government of China,
the core cities of the Yangtze river delta urban agglomerations, the end points of the
large triangular route of Asia, Europe and North America, the voyages for Europe and
the west coast of North America are about 10 hours, the time for the major cities of
Asia to Asia is within 2 to 5 hours, the range is moderate. Shanghai is located in the
intersection of China's east coast economic development belt and Yangtze river
economic belt. The direct service area of the Yangtze river delta region is the
economic sector with the fastest economic development, the largest scale and the
most potential development potential of China. The indirect service sector is rich in
resources, including 80 percent of China's top 100 cities, 54 percent of its land
22

resources and 90 percent of its population, 93 percent of its GDP, and most of Japan
and South Korea.
The Yangtze river delta region has become the sixth largest urban agglomeration in
the world. More than 400 enterprises in the fortune 500 have already invested in this
area. In the hinterland with a radius of 300 kilometers, it covers eight major industrial
and technological parks in the Yangtze river delta region. The related industrial
aviation is highly connected, and the main industries are electronic information,
automobile, petrochemical, complete sets of equipment, fine steel and biological
medicine.
In 2017, Shanghai GDP completed 3.013386 trillion yuan, hit the 3 trillion mark for
the first time, calculated at comparable prices, an increase of 6.9% over the previous
year, growth is flat with the previous year.It is worth mentioning that in the
government work report of 2017, Shanghai will set the GDP growth forecast for the
whole year about 6.5 percent, and finally beat the forecast with the actual growth of
6.9 percent.
In addition, the development of Pudong is always as a national strategy, the overall
function continuously improved significantly, especially in the construction of
Shanghai international financial center, the international shipping center core
elements such as lujiazui financial city, waigaoqiao port, yangshan deep-water port,
and Pudong airport are gathered here.At the same time, the modern industrial factors
such as advanced manufacturing, port industry, high-tech industry and producer
services are also gathered.
Therefore, the Shanghai aviation hub has a relative advantage in domestic and
domestic market. The superior aviation location is an important condition for building
a large hub airport, which is easy to form a flexible operation mode.
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3.2.2Shanghai talent "30" steadily promoted, the policy
effect gradually appeared
The party's nineteenth report points out that a more active, open and effective talent
policy should be implemented.The third plenary session of the 11th annual CPC
committee has also pointed out that Shanghai has to build a great global city, and it
has

toenhance

international

attraction,

creativity,

competitiveness,

and

influence.Shanghai must demonstrate its functional advantages, build up its
advantages, and enhance its talents. Shanghai should adhere to the concept of
openness and continue to open its doors to the outside world.
In 2016, the municipal government of Shanghai municipal government issued "30
"talents, surrounding the" gathering the talents of the world "and" releasing power ",
with a total of 69 supporting policies. After a year and a half of implementation, the
policy effect gradually appeared. The competitive advantage of talents has become an
important embodiment of the city's core competitiveness.Under the strong support of
the relevant national departments and departments, Shanghai highlighted institutional
innovation and pilot test, which was the first pilot in the country to reduce the
application conditions of permanent residence permit for foreigners, relax the
employment age of foreign talents, simplify the entry and residence procedures, and
so on.In the past two years, the accumulated number of inbound and outbound
certificates is 640000, with the total number of foreign talents exceeding 100,000.726
foreign high-level talents have applied for permanent residence through
marketization. Currently, there are 215,000 foreigners working in Shanghai,
accounting for 23.7% of the country, ranking first in the country.As to the
introduction of domestic talent, not only qualifications, not only the title, Shanghai
innovatively use "compensation evaluation, investment evaluation, third-party
evaluation" market-oriented way to attract talents.In recent years, Shanghai has been
struggling to build a better environment, with a stronger focus on the overall
environment of talent, to increase the attraction, cohesion and centricity of the
24

talents.In addition to focus on the convenience of innovation and financing
environment, Shanghai also focus on the optimization of talent comprehensive living
environment, intensifying scientific manpower’s housing safeguard, establishing
direct pay international medical insurance network system, planning new international
school, holding the national research activities and the new spring concert of highlevel talents, so that the people can feel the warmth and vitality of the city.
In Shanghai, a lot of good talent policies have been put in place, in terms of funds,
personnel and other aspects. The support for talents is very strong, which makes it
possible for talents to have a good performance in Shanghai in a short time.This will
enable more and more people at home and abroad to come to Shanghai to display
their talents.

3.3 Analysis of demand conditions and competitiveness
When conducting data analysis, descriptive analysisis usually used to analyze the
various characteristics of a set of data, so as to describe the various characteristics of
measurement samples and their general characteristics, and find their inner laws.By
describing the statistical analysis, we can get the general graph of the data, the trend
characteristics of the time series and the main characteristic values of the data, so as to
set the stage for further in-depth analysis.

3.3.1 Air cargo volume of Shanghai aviation hub
First of all, this paper describes the change trend of Shanghai aviation hub cargo
volume with line chart, and the change trend of Shanghai aviation hub freight volume
from 2011 to 2017 is shown in the figure.
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Figure 3.3Air cargo volume of Shanghai aviation hub
Source: Shanghai statistical yearbook

As shown in the figure above, the change in cargo volume of Shanghai air hub can be
roughly divided into two stages between 2011 and 2017.From 2011 to 2013, it was
the first stage in which the cargo volume of Shanghai aviation hub decreased year-byyear.From 2013 to 2017, it is the second stage, during which the cargo volume of
Shanghai aviation hub continues to increase and the momentum is steady.
From 2011 to 2013, due to the continuous expansion of the financial crisis in the
United States, the sovereign debt crisis occurred in the developed countries of the
west, and the economic development speed of developing countries gradually slowed
down, and China's economy was seriously affected.Air transport is one of the
important means of transportation of international trade, and the downward trend of
macroeconomic situation inevitably leads to the decline of air cargo volume.Since
2014, the world economy has undergone a zigzagging recovery in deep adjustment.
The growth pattern of developed economies has diverged. The growth rate of
emerging economies has gradually stabilized. The global economic and trade growth
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has been weak and geopolitical relations have undergone complex changes.Since
2016, the world's economic growth has accelerated, the recovery has been steady, the
world trade has been active, and the national economy has been steadily
improved.The air transport industry is closely related to the macro-economic cycle,
and the growth of the air transport industry has driven the growth of the airport
business volume. Since 2014, Shanghai airport has worked hard to improve its
operational efficiency, and its business volume has steadily increased, and it has
continued to consolidate the status of the world's extremely busy airport.
With a simple exponential smoothing model, we can predict the air cargo volume of
Shanghai aviation hub over the next five years.
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Figure 3.4Predicted results of Air cargo volume of Shanghai aviation hub
Source: Shanghai statistical yearbook
From the forecast results, we can see that the air cargo volume of Shanghai aviation
hub will increase in the next five years and reach 4.45 million tons in 2022.This
shows that the development potential of Shanghai aviation hub logistics is huge.
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3.3.2 Per capita disposable income
According to the Keynesian theory of consumption, the development of the national
economy will improve personal disposable income so as to improve the level of
residents' consumption.When income level rises, the demand and purchasing power of
Chinese consumers will increase.Taking the consumption of high-tech products such
as electronics as an example, with the increase of disposable income of consumers in
China, more consumers will be able to pay for imported electronic goods that they
can't afford before, and more consumers will choose to purchase more expensive
imported goods between domestic and imported electronic goods.In particular, the
main transportation mode of imported products, especially high-tech products, is air
transportation, so the increase of per capita disposable income can bring about the
increase of air cargo demand.
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Figure 3.5Per capita disposable income of Shanghai
Source: Shanghai statistical yearbook

As can be seen from the figure, the per capita disposable income of Shanghairemains
a growth trend, and the growth of per capita disposable income can be roughly
divided into two stages.The first stage is from 2011 to 2014. During this period, the
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growth rate of per capita disposable income in Shanghai increased significantly, and
the annual growth rate remained at about 10%. In this stage, the absolute number of
per capita disposable income in Shanghai increased by leaps and bounds.The second
stage is between 2014 and 2017. The absolute number of per capita disposable income
in Shanghai increased from the previous stage, but the growth rate began to slow
down and the annual growth rate was about 8.5 percent.
With a simple exponential smoothing model, we can predict the per capita disposable
income of Shanghai over the next five years.
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Figure 3.6Predicted results of per capita disposable income of Shanghai
Source: Shanghai statistical yearbook

From the forecast results, we can see that the per capita disposable income of
Shanghai will increase in the next five years and reach 67322 yuan in 2022. It can be
seen from the predicted results that, with the increasing per capita disposable income
of Shanghai, the consumption type of residents starts to gradually upgrade from the
traditional physical consumption to the service consumption.In the next few years, the
market of Shanghai and Yangtze River delta area have increased demand for the
consumption of aviation goods, such as fresh water and seafood, and the demand for
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business transactions is increasing.With the development of economy and market
changes, the diversification of commodity production, the small batch quantification,
the shortening of the production cycle of the product, the shipper's demand for
transportation speed and time is getting higher and higher. The rapid growth of
international air express business has become an important factor driving the rapid
growth of Shanghai airport logistics.

3.3.3Air cargo volume and Per capita disposable income
Figure 3.6 shows that the development trend of aviation cargo volume and per capita
disposable income is highly compatible. There is a clear positive correlation between
the two. In this paper, a linear regression of the two is carried out, and the results are
shown in equation.
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Figure 3.7 Air cargo volume and Per capita disposable income
Source: Shanghai statistical yearbook

AIRCARGO = 213.122507487793+ 0.00325450172762933 *INCOME
Equation 4.1 shows that per capita disposable income increased by 1, air cargovolume
increased by 0.003 million tons. This result is consistent with previous studies, and
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the relationship between economic development and air freight has been repeatedly
demonstrated by scholars. The growth of per capita disposable income is mainly
reflected in the following two aspects:
(1)The increase in per capita disposable income boosts the demand for air freight by
accelerating the development of e-commerce and domestic express industry.
Except stimulating the consumption of imported goods, the increase of disposable
income will drive the development of domestic e-commerce.E-commerce refers to the
electronic transaction and related service activities in the Internet, Intranet and valueadded network, which is the electronic and networking of the links of traditional
business activities.The delivery of goods from merchants to consumers is usually in
the form of express delivery, and a large part of the delivery is done by air transport.In
addition, as the demands of quality and efficiency of the merchants are constantly
increasing, the competition among express delivery enterprises is constantly
increasing, andthe importance of speed in the express industry is rising, so the air
freight will take up a larger proportion in the express delivery.According to airbus
forecast, China's express delivery industry will grow at a rate of 11 per cent per year
and China will become the world's largest domestic express delivery market in the
next 20 years, due to China's economic development and the expansion of middle
class.Therefore, the increase of per capita disposable income can stimulate the
demand of air freightby driving the development of domestic express industry.
(2)The growth of the middle class will stimulate demand for air freight.
According to airbus projections, the world's middle class will reach 5 billion by 2030,
while the middle class in the Asia-pacific region will reach 3.5 billion, and China's
middle class will be the majority.The growth of the middle class means more
consumption and more markets, so an increase in the middle class will stimulate
demand for air freight from all aspects.
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3.4 Analysis of related supporting industries and
competitiveness
3.4.1 Shanghai airport (group) co. ltd.
Shanghai airport (group) co. ltd. was established on May 28, 1998, with the approval
of the Shanghai municipal people's government. It is a wholly state-owned enterprise
directly under the leadership of the municipal government.The registered capital of
Shanghai airport (group) co. ltd. is 4.69 billion yuan, and it manages the assets of
Shanghai hongqiao and Pudong international airport.Shanghai airport (group) co. ltd.
specializes in airport investment, airport construction and transformation, airport
operation management and ground service related to air transportation at home and
abroad; engaged in domestic and international air transport business agent,
warehousing, advertising, domestic and foreign trade, domestic and international air
transport business and technical cooperation, consultation and service, associated with
the airport construction, development, utilization of land.Shanghai hongqiao airport
management is responsible for the maintenance of the Shanghai hongqiao airport, and
the Shanghai international airport corporation is responsible for the terminal, runway,
and business facilities of Shanghai Pudong international airport.

3.4.2Shanghai Pudong International Airport Cargo
Terminal Co.Ltd.
Shanghai Pudong international airport cargo terminal Co.Ltd.founded in 1999. It’s
sino-german joint venture invested by Shanghai airport (group) co., LTD. (51%),
Germany's Lufthansa cargo airlines (29%) and Shanghai jin hai express and logistics
management Co.Ltd. (20%).The company has successfully integrated the advantages
of the three parties to become one of the world class freight stations. The total
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investment of the company is 479.02 million yuan, and the registered capital is 191.16
million yuan.Shanghai Pudong international airport freight station has a bulk cargo
handling system, a collection of cargo storage system, security system, dangerous
goods warehouse, valuable goods warehouse, live animal warehouse, loading and
unloading fast decomposing warehouse, security inspection machine, vehicle, cargo
freezing and refrigeration facilities.Through the advanced logistics processing system
and information management system to realize the warehousing and safety inspection
of air cargo, and collect the receiving, weighing and transshipment of cargo, the
combination of bulk cargo and the decomposition of loading. Ancillary services also
include land transport services.

3.4.3 Shanghai airport freight forwarding center.
Freight forwarding center of Shanghai international airport Co.Ltd. (hereinafter
referred to as "airport freight forwarding", "AAS" in English),
It is a direct enterprise of Shanghai international airport Co. Ltd., which has been
approved by the general administration of civil aviation of China and the ministry of
foreign trade and economic cooperation for first-class freight forwarding business,
and was admitted to IATA organization in January 2002.Headquartered in Pudong
airport, there are offices in Pudong airport, hongqiao airport, waigaoqiao free trade
zone and songjiang export processing zone.The airport freight forwarder has the
customs supervision warehouse in hongqiao airport, the warehouse area is 3000
square meters, and the goods transfer area is 6000 square meters. With 5000 square
meters of warehouse and various operating equipment in Pudong international airport,
it is suitable for the increasing quantity of goods. In waigaoqiao free trade zone, there
are 3000 square meters of bonded warehouse and supervision warehouse, providing
all-around service with "airfreight direct ventilation" as the core.
 Supervision truck transport
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Provide all kinds of customs supervision, more frequent exchanges between Pudong
and hongqiao airport and waigaoqiao free trade zone, and can reach any customer
specified destination, satisfies the requirement of customs at this stage of the
transport.
 Third party logistics
Integration of Shanghai airport cargo transportation resources, provide customs
clearance, handling, storage, picking, packing, inventory, land transport, domestic and
international air freight agent, delivery. Tailor-made for customers personalized
logistics solutions.

3.4.4 Organizational structure analysis
(1)The Shanghai airport group Co. Ltd is authorized by the civil aviation
administration of China and the Shanghai government to manageall the assets of a
Shanghai hongqiao airport and Pudong international airport.It has a relatively
independent listed subsidiary to manageall assets of Shanghai Pudong airport; a
wholly-owned subsidiary to manage all assets of Shanghai hongqiao airport. Other
subsidiaries are relatively small.In the traditional management mode, the
organizational structure of the group is linear, that is, the shape of the gold tower,
which adopts the linear one functional system, and the upper layer of responsibility
and power is greater than the next level, which is reduced step by step, which
constitutes a pyramid-shaped responsibility management system.The number of
subordinate subsidiaries is also more than traditional, which is the trend of flattening
of organizational structure with the improvement of management efficiency.In this
way, some people are idle, while others are busy, especially the core business
department. In organizations, power tends to be concentrated, so that organizational
operations are affected when there are personnel changes.
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(2) The function of strategic development in institutional setting includes marketing
related business, and marketing is the content that the airport has been neglecting. At
present, the Yangtze River delta airport group competes for the freight business, the
competition is intense, the Asia-pacific region's major airports have to establish a hub
airport as the goal, the role of marketing will gradually reflect.For the Yangtze river
market and the marketing of Asia-pacific and even the intercontinental transit
operations, can effectively promote the development of the logistics business, greatly
promote the formation of freight hubs.

3.4.5 Business operation analysis
(1) Regional management + professional support +OC platform mode
With the continuous development of the business, Pudong airport has realized the leap
from "one-terminal double runway" to "multi-terminal multi-runway" operation
mode, which puts forward higher requirements for operation management and on-site
command of Pudong airport.The company organized the research on Operation mode,
successfully constructed a brand-new hub airport Operation mode, and took the lead
in the implementation of "regional management + professional support +OC
(Operation Center) platform" Operation mode in the domestic airport industry. The
core is to strengthen the responsibility of the regional management department, and
other professional support units provide cooperation and support to the regional
management bodies.During the reporting period (2017), the company promoted the
operation and management of open space coordination through organizing and
building intensive operation management platform, improving the overall security
capacity and efficiency of the airport, strengthening process management, and
exploring the operation mode after the completion of the three-phase expansion
project of Pudong airport.
(2)Safety management system with risk hidden management as the core
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Based on the advanced experience of domestic and foreign civil aviation industry, the
company has established a safety management system, including security policy, risk
management, safety guarantee and safety promotion, etc., to promote the safety
culture of the company. The company has realized the promotion of safety
management from experience management to normative management and passive
management to active management, so as to ensure that the production and operation
of the company meet the requirements of national laws and regulations and industry
standards.During the reporting period (2017), the company's security management
system, the aviation security management system and the safety production
standardization system went into deep operation and continued to improve. The
Pudong airport has been in a safe year for 18 consecutive years, and has successfully
completed a number of major security tasks such as the party's 19th, the brics summit,
the One Belt And One Road summit and the successful first flight of the C919
domestic aircraft.
(3)A collaborative service chain management system
The company has a complete staff innovation mechanism, standardized and
transparent internal management, and strives to provide excellent service experience
for Chinese and foreign tourists, and actively launches "ten new service initiatives" to
improve the overall service quality of Pudong airport. The service management
system

and

service

standard

system

are

perfect,

the

brand

effect

is

outstanding.Through improving the service information management system, the
company makes full use of the information technology to realize real-time monitoring
of the whole process of service, full coverage and seamless, effectively control the
daily service quality, improve the problem rectification rate and complaint handling
efficiency, and realize the close interaction and communication between the airport
and the passengers.Through the implementation of service chain management based
on co-creation platform, good results have been achieved in the improvement of the
function of the hub, the improvement of service quality and the promotion of
management standards.During the reporting period (2017), the company built the
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highlights of the service and promoted the service improvement and innovation
measures, carried out special operations of civil aviation service, comprehensively
deepened the service quality inspection, carried forward the typical demonstration
effect of the service, and promoted the series of sincere service training.

With the rapid development of pudong airport's traffic volume and scale, the
company's resources supply, security control, service quality and internal
management have also revealed some problems.These problems are mainly reflected
in the contradiction between high flight operation and resource bottleneck,
increasingly severe anti-terrorism situation and limited prevention and control means,
low punctuality rate of flights, outstanding operation requirements and comprehensive
quality of the team.

3.5 Analysis of competition among the industries and
competitiveness
The competitors of Shanghai airport are mainly divided into three types:1.Other
modes of transportation in the region, such as expressways, high-speed railways,
water freight, etc.2.Other gateway airports in the Yangtze river delta, especially the
airport with a distance of less than 300km from Shanghai airport, such as nantong,
changzhou, wuxi, hangzhou, ningbo, yiwu, zhoushan and other airports. 3. Other
airline hubs at home and abroad, such as Hong Kong, Singapore, incheon, naritaand
even Beijing.Among them, the Yangtze river delta gateway airport has the most
impact on passenger and freight transport distributaryof Shanghai airport.
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3.5.1 Other modes of transportation
It is generally believe that within 300 km, automobile transportation is
advantageous.Within 800 kilometers, railways have an advantage. The airline has an
advantage over 800 kilometers.With the appearance of high-speed rail, the absolute
advantage

of

aviation

has

been

widened

to

over

1200

km.From

the

objectiveperspective, the factors that influence consumers' choice of transportation
mode, besides the distance, are the ratio of cost to time and comfort.Airports and
airlines constitute the whole process of air transportation, which together constitute
the competitive advantage in cost, practice and comfort.According to relevant data
statistics, the air transportation time of airborne freight is only about 8% of the total
transportation time, and the remaining 92% time is consumed during the freight
treatment on the ground.From this point of view, the airport's process, facilities,
operating efficiency, cost and comfort have a significant impact on the
competitiveness of air transport.With the improvement of other modes of
transportation, especially the development of expressways, the improvement of
railway speed, the improvement of train comfort conditions and the design and
arrangement of the service hours such as "day train ", the airport's limited monopoly
on the specific regional market will be weakened.
Table 3.1 Freight volume in Shanghai from 2015 to 2017
Unit: ten thousand tons
Year

Freight

Railwaytransportation

Water

volume

transport

Road

Airport

transportation transportation

2015

91238.19

471.28

49769.51

40627.00

370.39

2016

88687.67

460.51

48786.73

39055.00

385.43

2017

97257.26

471.89

56619.19

39743.00

423.18

Source: Shanghai bureau of statistics
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As is shown in the table, although there is a certain diversion of water and land
transportation to the airport, the impact is not serious.For one thing, Shanghai's air
cargo volume has been growing for nearly three years. On the other hand, airline
cargo has an airport security system which cannot be replaced by other transportation
modes, so that high-end user groups are not easily lost.Therefore, the improvement of
water and land transportation modes would not have the biggest impact on the hub
airport.On the contrary, in terms of regional development, the surrounding perfect
transportation system increases the market radiation of the airport.For example, the
outer ring and central intercity expressway connected with Pudong airport will be
connected with the provincial expressway linking Shanghai and surrounding cities.
The increase of train service and the increase of line; the opening of maritime
transport routes; the construction of several cross-sea Bridges in the Yangtze river
delta will expand the relative radiation area of Pudong airport.

3.5.2Other gateway airports in the Yangtze River delta
In our country, with the development of the society and the increase of demand, the
density of the airport is also increasing. The cities within Yangtze river delta have
built the airport, and the traditional market of the airport is naturally shrinking, and its
competitiveness is increasingly presented.Foreign developed cities or relatively
concentrated urban agglomerations also have several airports, even several
international airports.As the density of the airport increases, the situation of monopoly
will gradually fade.The relatively monopolized market area at the airport does not
mean that the market has long been owned by the airport. Due to the influence of the
price and other factors, the original monopoly market is in a state of flow.
As shown in the figure, the airport density in the Yangtze river delta region is very
high, there are 16 airports (hongqiao, Pudong, hangzhou, nanjing, wenzhou, ningbo,
zhoushan, huangyan, yiwu, quzhou, changzhou, xuzhou, wuxi, nantong, lianyungang
and yancheng) on the land of only 1% of the country.There's an airport on the average
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of 600 square kilometers.The reasonable radius of an airport service is 150 kilometers,
and the distance between many airports in the Yangtze river delta is less than 300
kilometers, so the service radius is crossed, which create common market.At this
point, consumers (passengers and airlines) will make corresponding choices based on
the services and prices provided by the airport.The most typical phenomenon is the
emergence of low-cost airlines.This type of airline generally chooses a secondary
airport in a city or a second - and third-tier airport in the surrounding area of a major
city as its base or take-off and landing airport.Due to the special attraction of low-cost
airline prices, the limited monopoly market which is owned by the backbone airport
has been diverted to these airports, which has weakened the traditional monopoly of
the backbone airport.The recent strong development of some airports in the Yangtze
river delta region also forms a potential competitive pressure for the development of
the Shanghai airport, which also constitutes a direct threat to the development of
Shanghai airport.

3.5.3Other airline hubs at home and abroad
3.5.3.1 Domestic hub airport
In the new century, in order to achieve the ambitious goal of "building a strong civil
aviation power and establishing an Asia-pacific hub airport", the central government
and local governments have stepped up the construction of the airport ofmegapolis.
As the largest hub airport in China, the capital airport, Pudong airport and baiyun
airport occupy the aviation resources of north China, east China and south China
respectively, as well as passenger and goods sources.However, the original "three
pillars" pattern, is being broken. In the construction process of the three major
airports, the goal is to build "large international hub airport".As a result, the three
airports are bound to launch a competition of aviation resource, as well as
international customers and goods.This competitive situation is an inescapable fact
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that the Pudong airport itself does not have a superior advantage on the premise of
receiving the same policy from the state.
Table 3.2Comparison of freight volume of major airports in China from 2015 to 2017
Unit: ten thousand tons

Airport

Year

2015

2016

2017

Pudong

3275231.115

3440279.739

3824279.946

hongqiao

433600.065

428907.465

407461.133

shoudu

1889439.457

1943159.743

2029583.557

baiyun

1537758.877

1652214.912

1780423.132

total

7136029.5

7464561.9

8041747.8

Percentage of the

50.6%

49.4%

49.7%

country
Source: Shanghai bureau of statistics
In the past three years, the leadership status of the three major civil aviation hubs in
Beijing, Shanghai and guangzhou has been changing. Air cargo volume ratio showed
a decline trend on the whole.From the perspective of airport scale and cost
relationship, the cost expenditure of large airport is much higher than that of small
and medium-sized airports. If Shanghai airport is to be invincible in the development,
it has to increase the air cargo volume to reduce the unit operation cost.

3.5.3.2 Hub airports in other Asian countries.
Shanghai is China's economic center, on the one hand, naturally formed a relatively
stable and has a high monopoly market growth, on the other hand also its special
status and conditions to ensure the hub of the Pudong airport in domestic.But if you
put Pudong airport in the regional airport layout, its competitive advantage will be
weakened.Along with the increasingly fierce competition in the Asia-pacific airport,
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South Korea, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong, China are in the process of
building up the airport, increasing the overall competitiveness of the airport, and
expanding the impact of the airport in the Asia-pacific region.Among them, the
positive development situation of Japan and South Korea airport poses a threat to the
Pudong airport.For example, the airport of incheon, South Korea, positioned itself as
the central hub of the east and north Asia region. As the main competitor of Pudong
airport, incheon airport has a great similarity with Pudong airport in terms of strategic
positioning, near forward market target and network distribution of routes.The world's
best airport in the asia-pacific region - Hong Kong airport and Singapore changi
airport are the world's leading hubs, with high quality, high efficiency and high level
of service that keep them at the forefront of the industry.
Moreover, airports are conducting mutual studies to enhance their strength and
maintain their competitive edge.The aviation research department of Korea transport
research institute puts forward the "five core elements" of airport competition, namely
regional, facility, demand, service and management, and evaluates the score of eight
major Asian hubs (Seoul incheon, Tokyo, Osaka, Osaka, Shanghai Pudong, Taipei,
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore changi), and then evaluates each
airport's competitiveness according to different weights.The most competitive airport
is Hong Kong, and the higher competitiveness is Singapore, Seoul, and the lower
competitiveness are Kuala Lumpur, Osaka, Tokyo, Taipei, and the lowest isPudong.
On the one hand, the report reflects the level of airport competition gradually extends
to the attention and cooperation of the government and relevant departments from the
airport itself. On the other hand, it reflects that the race at the hub has been upgraded
to a more specific level of competitiveness by analyzing all the elements of the
system.It can be seen that Pudong airport is in an increasingly competitive external
environment, and the construction of the Asia-pacific aviation hub is the inevitable
choice for Pudong airport to insist on sustainable development.
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3.6Analysis of government's policy support and
competitiveness
In 2017, the world economic growth has accelerated, the recovery has been steady,
the world trade has continued to flourish, and the national economy has been in a
steady state of the year, and it has continued to continue to develop in the country's
economic stability since the 18th congress of the party. The party's nineteenth report
makes a major judgment on the entry of socialism with Chinese characteristics into
the new era, which is the new historical orientation of China's development. 2018
work conference of civil aviation has been clear about the new era of the construction
of the civil aviation power stage characteristics, tasks and measures for each stage of
development and make the strategic plan. By 2020, we will make the leap from a
large air transport country to an air transport power. By 2035, the leap-forward of a
single air transport power to a multi-sector civil aviation power; by the middle of this
century, we will make the leap from the multi-domain civil aviation power to the alldirectional civil aviation power. The state has made it clear that during the 13th fiveyear plan period, the international cooperation field of civil aviation will be expanded
to further broaden the international horizon. It is clear that the airlines should adhere
to the national strategy, comprehensively lay out the development of international air
transport, and build a new pattern of civil aviation opening to the outside world. We
should adhere to the win-win cooperation, establish a coordination mechanism for the
"going out" of Chinese civil aviation, improve the international air transport policy,
and speed up the construction of international aviation hubs.
As a national strategy, the construction of Shanghai aviation hub has been
incorporated into the national civil aviation "13th five-year plan", which is highly
valued and actively promoted by the leadership of the civil aviation administration.
The Shanghai municipal government has built the Pudong airport as an important part
of the international economic center. In the 20 key tasks of Shanghai, it is mentioned
that we should accelerate the development of modern shipping service system and
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shipping distribution system, and vigorously promote the construction of Shanghai
international shipping center. With the strong support of national and local
governments, a favorable policy environment and a hub construction atmosphere will
be formed.
In the government work report, this year, Shanghai will rely on the yangshan deepwater port and Pudong international airport to explore the construction of free trade
port. Shortly after the end of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of
China, Shanghai offered to explore the construction of a free trade port, so it was one
of the first places in the country to respond to the exploration of the construction of a
free trade port. With regard to the construction of the free trade zone, Shanghai will
further promote this year, with emphasis on the free trade area construction, reform
and opening up. The new system will speed up the construction of higher levels of the
open economy. Shanghai will strengthen the confidence and determination of "reform
and opening up" and create a new system of innovation that will lead to the
development of a legal, international and convenient business environment and a fair,
unified and efficient market environment.
The construction of the third phase expansion project of Pudong airport is progressing
smoothly. This project is located in the Pudong airport, the main construction contents
include the airfield engineering, terminal area engineering and production and
auxiliary facilities engineering, satellite hall project is the main part of the project, as
the world's largest single satellite hall. The target year of the project is 2025. After the
completion of the satellite hall, the Pudong airport can meet the operational
requirements of 80 million passengers per year. At present, there are two freight
logistics parks in Pudong airport, and its infrastructure has reached the requirements
of the world's major hub airports. The ground traffic on the airport is connected with
line 2, shuttle bus, maglev, taxi and coach. The commercial dining facilities with a
total area of 30,000㎡in terminal building which can meet the needs of visitors from
and out of the airport. The complete degree of supporting facilities at the airport has a
certain advantage in the large domestic airports. Especially in terms of cargo
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transport, in 2009, the state council formally approved Shanghai Pudong airport
comprehensive free trade zone, adjacent to the west freight area, further promote the
construction of international freight hub. The two main roads connecting yangshan
deepwater port and Pudong airport are only 20 minutes away, ensuring rapid transit of
sea and air cargo. As the international hub airport in Shanghai, Pudong airport
receives the resources of various departments in Shanghai, the support of urban
foundation public facilities is complete, and has its own maintenance repair team.
In addition, the "big customs clearance" operation mode is adopted by Pudong airport.
This is the comprehensive embodiment of the preferential port policy given by the
government. As of November 1, 2001, a new mode of "pre-inspection, customs
clearance and solid release" of goods entering and leaving is carried out in Shanghai
area. The manifest carries forward transmissions, moving forward to the time which
before the arrival, including: one is that the export of the enterprise can be cleared to
customs in the first three days before entering the customs house; the another is after
the importation of goods, before arriving at the port, the shipping agent or the air
agent timely, completely and accurately transmit electronic manifests to the customs.
The enterprise can apply for customs declaration to the customs office. At the same
time, when the import and export manifests cannot be transferred to the customs at the
moment, the "transportation tool name" and "bill of lading number" can be empty
when the enterprise is allowed to declare. Its characteristic is that the enterprise can
declare in advance, and can enjoy expedited customs clearance, door-to-door
inspection, release, Internet declaration and processing trade network supervision and
other measures. Efficiency target: customs import/export time from 3 to 5 days to 24
hours in advance; Airlift/export time is shortened from about 3 days to about 12
hours.
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3.7 Analysis of opportunityand competitiveness
In 2012, the communist party of China (CPC) established an ambitious blueprint for
building off the society and accelerating the modernization of the socialist
modernization in an all-round way.The report of the 15th national congress of the
communist party of China (CPC) put forward the goal of building a moderately
prosperous society in all respects by the centenary of the founding of the CPC
(2021)for the first time.
As the birthplace of the communist party of China (CPC), with the approach of 2021,
the volume of domestic foreign passengers and goods will continue to increase
(demand conditions), and the dominant position will be enhanced day by day.

3.8 Brief summary
Porter pointed out: in the actual competition, rich resources and cheap cost factors
often cause inefficient allocation of resources, on the other hand, artificial shortages,
insufficient resources, geographical climate conditions, such as adverse factors, it will
form a stimulate the pressure of the industrial innovation, promote enterprise lasting
competitive advantage to upgrade.For Pudong airport, its advantages in the industry
are largely dependent on the government's policy support and the opportunities
brought by the sustainable development of Shanghai in recent years.In other words,
because the two variables, namely the government policy and opportunities are
favorable to Pudong airport, so the Pudong airport to get the resources and the
customers will be more than other airport or other public facilities.Public resources
are limited, and the government will not always unilaterally give policy support to
Pudong airport from the perspective of global interests.The advantages of policies and
opportunities are not inherently sustainable, and as a factor of production, they cannot
be globally competitive.
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The formation and promotion of competitiveness is a dynamic and systematic
process.In this process, airports, like other enterprises, are interdependent, interacting
and evolving with the environment.The strategic resources of the airport, the
established market position, environmental change or dynamic market competition
and innovative investment, each link or phase of each other is connected to form a
continuous and complex cycle, namely "competitive advantage cycle".

Main source

Strategic advantages of the airport

Re-creation

Location and operational capability

The superior market position of
the airport
Advantages of customer value

Performance at the airport
Customer satisfaction

Self-advantage analysis

Customer loyalty

The nature of civil aviation transportation

Imitation barriers

Weakness of

environment.
The rapid development of environment.

advantage

Figure 3.8The cyclical effect of environment on competitive advantage
Source:References zhang zi, "a study on the competitiveness of hub airport", master's
thesis of China university of civil aviation, April 2008, p. 23.
Currently, Pudong airport has the resource advantages that other airports cannot
match, but the resources themselves do not create value.For enterprises, the utilization
efficiency of resources depends greatly on their ability to integrate and utilize
resources.Excellent natural resources and potential development resources are not the
permanent guarantee of airport development, and the ability to adapt to the
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environment and use resources is the key factor to determine the competitive
advantage.The dominant performance of airport competitiveness by the combination
of environment, capability and resources can only form a lasting competitive
advantage in the process of adapting to the dynamic change environment and
constantly maintaining dynamic development capability.

Environment

Ability to adapt to
the environment

Ability to use resources

Integration and development

Dynamic capabilities
c
r
e
a
t
e
Competitive advantage

Figure 3.9Ability to create competitive advantage mechanisms
Source:References zhang zi, "a study on the competitiveness of hub airport", master's
thesis of China university of civil aviation, April 2008, p. 24.
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Resources

4. Countermeasures to improve the logistics
competitiveness of Shanghai aviation hub
Through the above analysis, in the process of construction of international aviation
hub airport, Shanghai airport also has many limitations, and cannot adapt to the
development of industry demand, directly or indirectly affect their competitiveness in
the global industry, restricting its development into a world-class passenger hub
airport. This chapter will select Hong Kong, Singapore and other Asian world-class
hub airports as a reference and make some suggestions to help improve the logistics
competitiveness of Shanghai airport.

4.1 Set up the brand image
According to the analysis of 3.5, in the face of competition from other hub airports at
home and abroad, Shanghai aviation hub has no superior advantages.The airport's
brand image is crucial if it is to stand out from the fierce competition.

4.1.1 The role of airport brands
The competition of the airport is primarily the brand competition, which determines
the competitive advantage.Although the airport does not play such a prominent role in
the competition as other products, but with the increasing competition between
different modes of transportation and the increase of airport density, the role of the
brand will become increasingly apparent.The role of the airport brand will be
reflected in the customer's choice.The first is for passengers and consignors.When
choosing their travel or transportation mode, airport security, comfort and
convenience will be one of the most important factors in their final decision. The
second is for airlines.The whole process of air transport, i.e. the complete product of
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air transport, is jointly completed by the airport and the carrier.When customers buy
this product, they often make two choices: what airport to choose and what flight to
choose.If the previous option is denied, then the latter option is lost.Therefore, when
choosing an airport, airlines should pay close attention to the quality assurance of
airport products in addition to the factor of market capacity.Any backbone airline will
conduct a careful review and assessment of the facility, environment, service and
safety record levels of the airport before selecting a new destination airport.Thethird
is for the authorities. When building a world-class hub airport, any country should
comprehensively measure regional economic strength, development potential, and the
operational capacity of existing airports. All of these are closely related to the image
brand of the airport.

4.1.2 Experience reference
Hong Kong, Singapore and other international excellent airports are very concerned
about the establishment of their overall image and the packaging of airport superior
resources.By building the strength of the airport through the brand, they attract
airlines and other partners.For example, Singapore changi airport, although it has a
good reputation in the world air transportation industry, it still insists on publishing a
handbook every year, detailing the airport resources, including navigation rights,
financial reports, airport construction, future development planning and other issues
of concern to customers.

4.1.3 Suggestions for improvement of Shanghai airport
For Shanghai airport, first of all, it needsto add humanized propaganda.Shanghai
airport is very active in image design and daily publicity, but the content of the
propaganda is lack of humanization.Some text images and even audio-visual materials
for the public are mostly aimed at a particular job or for a certain cooperation or
activity, which is fragmented and has no overall image.In particular, the lack of
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customers' most concerned airport resources, such as airport development,
positioning, terminal layout, process, facilities and so on. The Shanghai airport may
consider adding the above content and updating maintenance on the website or daily
brochure. Second, it needs to add methods of propaganda.The existing propaganda
methods of Shanghai airport are mostly news media and network, and there are still
limitations to the audience. Based on the experience of changi airport, the Shanghai
airport can regularly organize publicity activities themed on airport development and
service quality, and publicize it through various media reports so as to make the
public interested in the airport.In addition, the Shanghai airport can also make a
publicity brochure related to the airport, so that the people in need can understand the
relevant information of the airport, which leads to establish a good public image.

4.2 Strengthen service management and improve customer
satisfaction
According to the analysis of 3.4.5, with the continuous development of Shanghai
aviation hub logistics, the shortage of airport services is increasingly obvious. In order
to realize the sustainable development of Shanghai aviation hub logistics, it is
necessary to strengthen service management and improve customer satisfaction.

4.2.1 The role of first-rate service
The so-called airport service is the result of the activities and activities within the
airport to meet the needs of consumers.Consumer satisfaction is the ultimate measure
of service.With the development of market economy, the final standard of measuring
service becomes simple and intuitive, that is, customer satisfaction.Therefore, all
services start from a thorough understanding of the needs of consumers. All airport
services are seeking to provide all-round logistics services to consumers as quickly,
reasonably, economically and conveniently as possible, so as to achieve the ultimate
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satisfaction of consumers.First-rate service can be described, but it is difficult to
measure.Only when customers have enjoyed it, can they realize the essence of firstrate service.

4.2.2 Experience reference
Changi airport's definition of "first-rate service" is: to achievefirst-rate service, that is,
to continuously satisfy customers in terms of service supply (even more than enough
to satisfy customers).In changi airport's corporate culture, the mission is to provide
"the highest quality assurance in safety, quality and airport operation". Changi airport
aims to become a global aviation center, establishing the values of "safety, quality,
service, team spirit and continuous progress".Changi airport is called "the best
international airport" and "the most popular Asian airport".Changi airport's decoration
is not luxurious, the material is not high-grade, but the facilities for customer service
are very complete, the service details are also very considerate, fully considering the
individual needs of passengers.

4.2.3Suggestions for improvement of Shanghai airport
Service as a product is realized in the process of providing it, so the human factor is
very important.Shanghai airport can learn from changi experience to create its own
corporate culture and build its own service team.Shanghai airport needs to provide
high quality service management training and service quality and skills training for
airport staff, and to promote and cultivate the corporate culture and team spirit of
active participation and mutual listening in the team.Through the promotion,
edification, infection and inducement of employees, employees will have a "sense of
identity" for airport values, goals and codes of conduct.Enhance the concept of staff
service and improve the ability of staff to serve passengers.Airport organizations
should maintain closer cooperation and build the airport into a harmonious family, so
as to truly make airport customers feel at home.
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4.3Strive for aviation resources and expand the transit market
According to the analysis of 3.5, Shanghai aviation hub is in a fierce external
competition environment. If it want to further expand the market share and reduce
costs, it must focus on the transit market when it comes to logistics
competitiveness.Whether it is to improve the service quality of the airport or the
added value of the airport, the purpose is to obtain more resources from the
authorities, airlines and even customers to expand the market share of the airport.For
a world-class hub airport, the transit market is the most important of all markets.

4.3.1The importance of transit markets
Due to the limitation of the relatively monopolized market in the region where the
airport is located, there is a lack of room for growth after the airport develops to a
certain stage.However, transit is beyond regional, the market can expand with the
extension of theroutes; it has a great flexibility, and is also a new development
opportunity for the airport.In addition, the organization and adjustment of airline
structure in order to increase market share, reduce cost and improve competitiveness
will also bring about huge development space for airport transit.Therefore, the transit
market is the main battleground for every airport trying to accelerate its development.

4.3.2Experience reference
Changi airport in Singapore adopts the advanced mode of cargo clearance, forming a
free trade zone where companies can move, assemble, store and repack goods without
customs clearance.Only when the goods leave the air cargo center, do they need to
pass the customs and security inspection at the free trade area export. Moreover, the
second-line operation is not within the airport. Through cooperation between local
developers and AMB, the airport logistics park is located next to the freight area to
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establish a dedicated channel for direct access to first-line facilities.In this way, a
convenient customs clearance environment has been formed, greatly promoting
freight transit.

4.3.3 Suggestions for improvement of Shanghai airport
First, build high-quality flight waves.At present, Pudong airport has initially
completed the morning, noon and evening flight waves, but the international transit
time is still more than 90 minutes.Compared with changi airport, the plane stays in
Pudong airport for too long, and the arrival time of international flights is scattered
within three flight waves, which cannot form an efficient and concentrated flight
wave.Shanghai airport may consider applying to CAAC for increasing international
routes; lengthen the time of flight waves at noon, and negotiate with airlines
(especially international airlines) to concentrate arrival and departure flights at that
time.The ground service departments are required to complete cargo loading and
unloading, catering, refueling, charging and other work at the fastest speed to shorten
the ground stay time of the aircraft.
Second, provide quality maintenance support. For example, the establishment of
aircraft maintenance bases to improve aircraft maintenance capacity. Maintenance
support capability is one of the important indexes for airlines to evaluate airport
conditions when developing medium and long distance routes.The failure of the
aircraft is inevitable, and the timing of the malfunction will not only affect the
reputation of the firm, it will directly affect the deployment of the aircraft and the use
of the flight hours, and the collateral damage will be far higher than the direct
loss.Therefore, maintenance support capability will constitute the important factors of
competitiveness of the airport.
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4.4 Joint competitors to achieve regional cooperation
development
According to the analysis results of 3.5.2, the recent strong development trend of
some airports in the Yangtze river delta has also formed potential competitive
pressure on the business development of Pudong airport and posed a direct threat to
the development of Pudong airport.After all, the individual competitiveness of
Shanghai airport is limited.If Shanghai airport can combine with small airports in the
Yangtze River delta to form a competitive team, it will not only play the role of
international hub of Shanghai airport, but also use small airports to enhance regional
competitiveness of Shanghai airport, so as to achieve win-win development.

4.4.1 The inevitability of regional cooperation
The construction of Shanghai international shipping center should "optimize the
modern shipping collection and distribution system, realize the integrated
development of various modes of transportation, integrate the resources of Yangtze
River delta port, and improve the distribution of shipping services.To establish
international shipping development of comprehensive experimental zone, we will
actively yet prudently develop shipping financial services and a variety of financing
way, to promote and standardize the cruise industry development ", which has been
clear about the main task for the construction of Shanghai international shipping
center.
Located at the mouth of the Yangtze River and backed by China's most economically
dynamic Yangtze River delta region, Shanghai's powerful economic hinterland has
provided support for the Shanghai harbor economy.The construction of Shanghai
international shipping center requires Shanghai port to complete the upgrading from
"quantity" to "quality". It is necessary to give full play to its own advantages, focus on
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the transfer function, serve the Yangtze River basin and achieve differentiated
development with surrounding ports.
In the future, Shanghai will build the shipping service industry chain by relying on the
comprehensive test area for the development of international shipping, promote the
concentration of shipping service elements and cultivate a sound and functional
shipping service industry with points and areas.
Although Shanghai airport has not developed as fast as nearby airports in recent years
and faces increasing competition, this situation has not pushed Shanghai airport into a
corner, but forced Shanghai to seek change.As the only international shipping center
in the whole Yangtze River delta region, and with the entire Yangtze River delta as
the direct hinterland, Shanghai's westward expansion vision is very important.

4.4.2Experience reference
The growth strategy is the sustainable growth concept thatHongKong has always
pursued. The airport authority has been instilling two things into every employee:
first, the airport business is the management of passenger flow and logistics; Second,
by making the maximization of passenger flow and logistics to maintain Hong Kong's
airport business growth.In the spirit of this kind of guidance, in order to ensure the
continuous growth of the airport business in Hong Kong, the source of passenger and
cargo services has been extended outside Hong Kong, and through various means of
combined transport services, Hong Kong has continuously strengthened its ties with
the pearl river delta and successfully expanded the mainland market.

4.4.3Suggestions for improvement of Shanghai airport
(1)Speed up interregional transportation
Although there is a competitive relationship between the airport and the land and sea
transportation modes, there is still a huge space for cooperation among the three.Since
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air transportation has an absolute advantage over 1200 kilometers, Shanghai airport
can build facilities with neighboring railways, roads and ports according to the
aviation logistics mode of the international advanced hub airport, so as to coordinate
the development of land, sea and air logistics and jointly build a multimodal transport
network.For example, Hong Kong international airport's maritime terminal connects
the airport with 20 river ports in the Pearl River delta, providing door-to-door service
and grabbing a lot of air cargo in the mainland.Shanghai can cooperate with other
cities in the Yangtze river delta, and cooperate with highways, railways and ports, so
as to integrate the air logistics hub with the land transportation and sea transportation
hub, form a smooth regional transportation system, and realize effective connection
and common development between cities.
(2)Cooperate with Yangtze River delta airport group
According to the 2016 national airport production statistics bulletin released by the
CAAC, the Yangtze river delta airport cluster consists of 16 airports including
Pudong, Hongqiao, Hangzhou, Ningbo, Zhoushan, Taizhou, Yiwu, Nanjing, Xuzhou,
Yangzhou, Changzhou, Wuxi, Nantong, Yancheng, Huaian, Lianyungang, etc.among
which the proportion of high-grade airports over 4D was large.This proportion is still
keep upward trend in the coming years, mainly due to the local governments in
Yangtze river delta region are hoping to build large airport, opened international
flights,

to

attract

more

international

investment,

accelerate

local

construction.However, there is no division of labor and cooperation between airports
in the same region, and different systems of airport construction and service will
inevitably result in a huge waste of aviation resources and a weakening of
international influence. At the same time, the existing airport system in the Yangtze
River delta seriously deviates from the reasonable pyramid structure.Therefore,
Shanghai airport can combine with the Yangtze river delta airport group, integrate
existing resources and form an integrated airport system, so that the airports in the
Yangtze river delta can seize the opportunity of rapid growth of civil aviation, give
play to their advantages, develop in a dislocation and jointly improve the overall
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competitiveness of the multi-airport system in the Yangtze river delta region.For
example, Shanghai airport is mainly responsible for international transit routes, while
other airports in the Yangtze River delta are responsible for domestic direct
routes.Ortaking a stake in the small and medium sized airports in the Yangtze river
delta region to expand the scale of collectivization. While maintaining the status of
Shanghai airport as a hub airport dominated by the hub and spoke route structure, we
will vigorously develop the low-cost aviation business of its small and medium sized
airports.Such competitive positioning is necessary in terms of resource scarcity,
airport sustainable development capacity and scientific development concept.
Airports in the Yangtze River delta region can also start from the idea of market
segmentation, make full use of the geographical and economic advantages around the
airport, and formulate development strategies with clear goals and prominent
priorities.In the Yangtze River delta region, led by Shanghai, with Nanjing,
Changzhou, Nantong, Wuxi and the future Suzhong airports as the left wing, and
Hangzhou, Ningbo, Huangyan and Zhoushan as the right wing,The pattern of multiple
airports in the Yangtze river delta is gradually formed.In this airport group, each
airport has clear objectives, division of labor and coordination, distinct levels,
passenger and cargo transportation are very developed, forming the "low-lying land
agglomeration" effect.

(3)Relying on the perfect ground transportation network, to build the multimodal
transport service
The Yangtze River delta region needs to rely on this convenient comprehensive
transportation system to deepen the integration of airport group and comprehensive
transportation system.On the one hand, it is necessary to solve the "last kilometer"
problem in infrastructure construction and realize the physical "seamless connection"
between the airport and the ground comprehensive transportation facilities.On the
other hand, it is necessary to strengthen the platform management ability of airport
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management institutions, strengthen resource sharing and market cooperation with air
carriers and ground transportation carriers, and innovate "open space" combined
transportation service, change the current passive situation of low resource allocation
system driven by demand and disorderly market development, and realize orderly
market flow and coordinated development between airports on the basis of
differentiated division of labor.

5.Conclusion and prospect
Through the "potter diamond" model, this paper makes a preliminary study on the
competitive logistics of Shanghai aviation hub.Based on the current situation of
Shanghai airport, this paper conducts research and analysis from the point of view of
improving the internal service level and expanding the external market space, and
puts forward some strategic Suggestions for the improvement of logistics
competitiveness of Shanghai aviation hub.It is hoped that by learning from the
excellent management experience of Hong Kong and Singapore airports, Shanghai
airport will improve its service quality, service scope and market development, and
change the previous practice of "relying on resources and policies" of hub airports as
the national major airports.
Shanghai is one of the ideal places for China to build a comprehensive domestic and
international aviation center, but we should face the gap between its existing hub
airports (Pudong airport and hongqiao airport) and international hub airports.In the
future, with the increase of trade and cooperation between China and the world, the
role of hub airports in the transit of passenger and cargo flows will be more
prominent.The construction and development of hub airport should move towards the
direction of excellent brand, reasonable structure, information construction, clear plate
and reasonable planning.The key to survival and development lies in the cultivation
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and improvement of their own competitiveness, which is a major proposition for
airport management and also an important mission for the civil aviation industry to
make joint efforts for it.Due to the limitation of research resources, level and time, it
is difficult to collect data in the empirical research in this paper. It is impossible to
compare the operation data of Asian hub airports over the years, or to include all
Asian hub airports in the research system.In the future research, based on this paper,
the research and analysis of other hub airports in Asia will be carried out to explore
more measures conducive to the logistics development of Shanghai airport. In
addition, the countermeasures proposed in this paper also need further argumentation
and analysis.
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